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 See www.umathx.com  for More 3 part Model Lessons .. “Frameworks”                                                   

 
Description 
We will model blended learning in Fraction Multiplication and Partial Products.  Three-part lessons, manipulatives and 
online resources will lead participants to grapple with strategies and to articulate ideas toward “seeing” solutions. o  
Participants will receive online resources (UMathX) and three-part lessons for their classes. Participants are invited to 
bring a laptop or tablet to model a variety of learning environments.  Gr 3 to 6 

 

                 

              

http://www.umathx.com/


ON PAPER and BASE 10 BLOCKS ,,, THEN COMPUTER. 
 

 

   
  

   

Multiply Proper Fractions  

GET STARTED:  Log into UMath X and follow the Content Menu: 
Fractions> Multiplying Fractions> Pattern Blocks  
Select & complete Sub Lessons: Hexagon 1, Hexagon 2, Hexagon 3 
 
As you work through each Hexagon: 
First … use real pattern blocks to reproduce the graphics on the computer screen. 
      
  Hexagon 1              Hexagon 2        Hexagon 3 

        
Then Complete the notes below: 

We are left with:      We are left with:          We are left with: 
 
1/2  of  1/3 =         1/2   of  1/2 =               1/4  of  1/3 = 

 



Working In It 
 In UMath X, in the Content Menu follow the path…  
   Fractions > Multiplying Fractions > Developing the Rule  
   Select and complete the Sub Lesson: Example 3 - Proper Fraction x Proper Fraction   
As you work through the lesson, use 2 colored pencils to record graphics of Example 3 in the box 
below. 
 
My diagram represents the multiplication of ______  and _______  =  ________   

 The part colored _________ represents the answer. 
Talk to your partner about the graphics which led to your understanding of why we multiply the way 
we do when we multiply a proper fractions by a proper fraction. 
 

Reflect And Connect 
Benoit's Problem:  After Benoit received his allowance, he went to the mall and spent 6/7 of his 
allowance. Of the money spent at the mall, 2/3 was used to purchase a computer game.  

How much of his allowance did Benoit spend on the computer game? 

If the rectangle below represents Benoit’s allowance, work through this problem and show your 
picture with a clear explanation. 

 
 

 
 
 
Follow the path in the Content Menu: 
Fractions > Multiplying Fractions > Real World Problems with Pictures > Boris’ Money 

Complete the notes below as you work through the lesson. 
      
     Use the diagram to the left to help you understand the problem. 
      
      
        
     The question is to find the product of  ________.  The product if 
____. 
 

 


